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The audit profession and industry is facing challenging times.  The 
global financial crisis has sparked a series of high-level debates 
within jurisdictions such as the US and the EU on fundamental 
issues such as the role and effectiveness of audit.  Various aspects 
such as independence of auditors and expansion of the auditors’ 
roles are being openly examined and debated.  The profession, 
together with regulators and policy makers, continue to urgently 
discuss ways to bridge the audit expectation gaps.  Globally there 
has been an increasing association of audits with red tape, with 
various jurisdictions looking at implementing or increasing the 
audit exemption threshold.  Coupled with growing complexities 
in the general business environment, use of financial instruments 
as well as evolving corporate reporting standards, the multi-
faceted challenges faced by the practitioners can be said to be 
unprecedented.

On top of the broader challenges confronting the entire profession, 
small and medium professional accounting practices (SMPs) 
are facing some unique challenges of their own, such as rising 
and changing expectations from their small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) clients, challenges in capacity and capabilities 
building including talent attraction amidst competition from larger 
firms and other industries, and changes in the business landscape 
including potential increase in statutory audit threshold as 
mentioned above, which will have a greater impact on SMPs than 
on the larger practices.

The SMPs remain an important part of the profession and the 
industry.  SMEs constitute the majority of private sector enterprises 
in Singapore, and their needs are traditionally served mainly 
by SMPs.  Accordingly, it is important to maintain a vibrant 
SMP sector.  The presence of a strong SMP sector also helps 
counterbalance the concentration risk the industry faces.

To survive, let alone prosper, in the challenging and ever evolving 
environment, it is clear that the SMPs cannot stay unchanged.  
This point is well recognised in the report by the Committee to 
Develop the Accountancy Sector (CDAS)1, released on 12 April 
2010.  The CDAS in its report laid down its recommendations 
aimed at directing the industry towards the vision of Singapore 

Background and objectives

becoming the leading global accountancy hub for Asia-Pacific by 
the year 2020.  While the SMPs will undoubtedly continue to 
play a role in the new market environment and in fact the more 
enterprising amongst the SMPs would be looking at what sort of 
market niches they could best fulfil, it is also recognised that there 
is a need in general for the SMPs to upgrade their capabilities, level 
up their expertise and also, in certain circumstances, look towards 
consolidation.

This message of a need for the SMPs to relook at the way 
they operate as well as their business models is echoed at an 
international level.  A paper2 published in Apr 2010 by the 
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) shows that the 
needs of SMEs are shifting from using SMPs primarily for statutory 
audits to a much wider spectrum of business advisory services, 
such as assisting in the development of business plans and 
financial forecasts as well as advising on a variety of statutory 
requirements. 

Against this backdrop, it is crucial and timely for SMPs to review 
their mode of operations and business models to meet the 
challenges as well as take advantage of new emerging business 
opportunities.  As Kaka Singh, President of ACCA Singapore Branch 
and Chairman of RSM Chio Lim, warns ‘What is apparent right 
now is that SMPs need scale and scalability in a highly competitive 
and resource-intensive industry.  The survival of very small firms is 
not certain.’3 

ACCA and ACRA have thus jointly embarked on this survey in 
the hope to obtain a clearer sense of the current state of play in 
the SMP sector in Singapore and to assess the challenges and 
opportunities ahead.  

1 ’Transforming Singapore into a Leading Global Accountancy Hub for Asia-Pacific’  
http://www.acra.gov.sg/NR/rdonlyres/88EB983D-CB6A-4A8B-BEE2-
4E8295A7CF91/14642/CDASFinalReport12Apr10.pdf (the ‘CDAS Recommendations’) 
2 The Role of Small and Medium Practices in Providing Business Support to Small 
and Medium sized Enterprises, Small and Medium Practices Committee, International 
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Information Paper, April 2010
3 ’Finding Their Niche’; ACCA Accounting and Business Singapore Magazine 06/2011
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Key Findings

1. A substantial portion of the respondents still derive their   
 revenue mainly from statutory audit work (40% vis-à-vis the  
 next contributor, taxation, which trails at 12%).  On the back  
 of the considerable macro-economic recovery in Singapore,   
 46% of the respondents saw a 5% or more increase in   
 revenue attributed directly to statutory audits over the   
 previous year.  

2. 2 in 5 of the respondents anticipate significant expansion in  
 operations in the next 3 years, with the majority (79%)   
 expecting the expansion to be achieved through their   
 statutory audit services.  Most of the respondents attributed  
 the optimism to continued improvement in the economy   
 and strong rising demand for their existing services.  In terms  
 of the mode of expansion, most favour organic growth (66%),  
 with the least considering growth via merger with another   
 firm to be a viable option (3%), citing difficulty in finding a   
 compatible partner as the main obstacle (79%), followed by   
 the fear of loss of discretion and freedom to make decisions   
 (54%).

3. with an increase in the audit exemption threshold currently   
 being considered, 40% of the respondents responded that   
 they will compensate the expected decline in revenue from   
 statutory audits with other works like compilation    
 engagements, taxation and other accounting services.

4. Inability to attract a sufficient number of competent staff is   
 still cited as the main constraint to growth of smPs in   
 singapore (74%).

5. while most smPs recognise that providing services outside   
 singapore provides an avenue for future growth for their  
 practices (76%) and helps diversify risks (57%), a great  
 majority of smPs (72%) source 5% or less of their revenue  
 from clients located outside singapore currently. Unfamiliarity  
 with foreign regulations (74%), as well as cultural (42%) and  
 language differences (36%) are the most commonly identified  
 impediments to overseas expansion of business.



Terms of Reference

teRmInologY

Audit exemption threshold: The audit exemption framework in 
Singapore was introduced in 1992.  Under the current regime, a 
company that is an exempt private company under the Companies 
Act (Cap. 50) with less than S$5 million revenue need not 
subject its financial statements to an audit.  As part of the CDAS’s 
Recommendations (referenced below), it was suggested that the 
audit exemption threshold be reviewed.

the committee to develop the Accountancy sector (cdAs): The 
CDAS was set up by the Singapore government to undertake a 
comprehensive ‘first of its kind’ holistic review of the accountancy 
sector, with an aim to position Singapore as a leading international 
centre for accountancy services and professionals.  CDAS issued its 
final set of recommendations entitled ‘Transforming Singapore into 
a Leading Global Accountancy Hub for Asia-Pacific’  
(http://www.acra.gov.sg/NR/rdonlyres/88EB983D-CB6A-4A8B-
BEE2-4E8295A7CF91/14642/CDASFinalReport12Apr10.pdf)  
(the ‘CDAS Recommendations’) on 12 April 2010.

small and medium professional accounting practices (smPs): 
SMPs have been defined in various ways in different markets, 
literatures and studies.  For the purpose of this survey, we 
have adopted the scope intended by the CDAS in their set of 
recommendations i.e. all public accounting entities apart from 
the ‘Big-4’ international accountancy firms.  Refer to Chapter 1; 
paragraph 5 of the CDAS Recommendations.

methodologY

This research survey was conducted in April 2011 using an 
online questionnaire which was sent out to 650 individual Public 
Accountants on the ACRA register, who do not belong to the Big 
Four Accounting Entities.

As the respondents to the survey are allowed to pass over 
particular questions, the number of responses varies from question 
to question.  The maximum number of responses received for 
a single question in this survey was 144.  The responses were 
organised to highlight the main themes in this report.  As such, the 
referenced question numbers in this report do not necessarily run 
in sequence.
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PRoFIle oF ResPondents

About half of the SMPs that responded 
to the survey are sole-proprietors, with 
a significant majority of the remaining 
(74%) having 2 to 4 partners/ directors   
Around half of the respondents employ 
5 or less employees.  At the other end of 
the spectrum, 12% of the respondents 
have more than 10 partners, and 18% 
employing more than 20 employees. 
 
Responses: Q1 (144), Q2 (65), Q3 (143), 
Q4 (143), Q5 (143)
Q1.  What type of legal structure does your  
 firm operate in? 
Q2.  How many partners/directors are there  
 in the firm (average during the   
 financial year)? 
Q3.  How many people does your firm  
 employ (average during the financial  
 year)?  
Q4.  How many years has your firm been  
 operating? 
Q5.  What was the total revenue for your  
 firm’s latest full financial year? 

Terms of Reference
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Q1. legal structure Q2. number of partners/ directors 
(excluding sole proprietors)

Q3. number of employees  
(excluding directors)

Q4. number of years in operation

Q5. Revenue last financial year



Findings and implications

1. whAt seRvIces do smPs PRovIde  
 And how do theY FARe?

Based on the responses to the survey, the 
respondents derived an average of 40% of 
their revenue from statutory audit work, 
with taxation work and other accounting 
services contributing an average of 12% 
and 10% respectively. 
 
Compared to the previous year, a substantial 
number of the respondents (46%) saw 
at least a 5% increase in revenue being 
contributed from statutory audit work, 
followed by 22% experiencing revenue 
increases for compilation engagements and 
21% for taxation.  Most of the respondents 
(60%) attributed the increase in revenue to 
the overall improvement in the economy, as 
Singapore recovered over the past year from 
one of the worst financial crisis experienced 
by the global economy from late 2008 to the 
early half of 2009.  Increase in perceived 
quality of services was another key factor 
identified by the respondents (53%).  

In the free-text comments, some of the 
respondents shared their strategy of shifting 
the revenue driver from the bread-and-
butter statutory audit services, which are 
generally low margin yielding to other 
more profitable service offerings.  Others 
attributed successful revenue boost to the 
fact that they target clients who are not 
necessarily required by law to have an 
audit conducted, but instead need an audit 
done to fulfil bank loan requirements or 
for parent companies’ reporting purposes, 
just to quote two examples.  Such clients 
are less price-sensitive and allow the 
practitioners to recover better fees.  Audits 
that are driven by demand rather than 
compliance are perceived to have greater 
value.
 
 
  

contRIBUtIon oF seRvIces to totAl RevenUe

Responses: 144 
Q6. Please indicate the percentage contribution to total revenue from the listed services.

seRvIces thAt sAw A mIn 5% IncReAse In RevenUe In the PAst YeAR

Responses: 144 
Q7. In the past year, which services saw an increase of more than 5% in revenue? 

dRIveRs oF RevenUe gRowth

Responses: 144  
Q8. What would you attribute the growth in revenue from these services to?
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Findings and implications

While a majority of the respondents report 
no significant decline of revenue across all 
services they offered, some saw a decline 
in their revenue in certain services they 
provide, with intense competition, both 
from within the profession and from non-
accountants, identified as the key reason 
behind such decline in revenue.  From the 
free-text comments, there again appears to 
be a conscientious effort for some to reduce 
their dependence on statutory audit work to 
achieve better margins. 

seRvIces thAt sAw A mIn 5% declIne In RevenUe In the PAst YeAR

Responses: 144 
Q9. In the past year, which services saw a decline of more than 5% in revenue? 

dRIveRs oF RevenUe declIne

Responses: 64
Q10. What would you attribute the decline in revenue from these services to? 
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Findings and implications

2. whAt Is the PotentIAl FoR  
 exPAnsIon And whAt ARe the  
 BARRIeRs to FUtURe gRowth?

2 in 5 of the respondents comment that 
they are either likely or very likely to expand 
their scale of operations significantly in the 
next 3 years.  Out of those who anticipate 
significant expansion, around 79% expect to 
achieve the expansion through their statutory 
audit services, amongst others.  Around 
60% of those respondents who anticipate 
significant expansion expect their expansion 
potential to be fuelled by continued 
improvement in the economy while 52% 
expect the growth to come from strong rising 
demand for their existing services.  given 
that the companies Act steering committee 
has recommended that the current 
threshold for audit exemption should be 
revised, it appears that for those smPs 
who are expecting to fuel their expansion 
through their statutory audit services may 
have to temper their expectations or to do 
so by exiting from thin-margin audits of 
micro-entities, and focusing more on clients 
that need and appreciate more value-
adding audit works.  

It is encouraging to note that a few 
respondents are already moving up the 
value chain in their service offerings as they 
are exploring the possibility of business 
expansion through niche services including 
risk management, information technology (IT) 
consulting and wealth management, apart 
from those already listed in the survey options.

lIkelIhood oF exPAndIng oPeRAtIons sIgnIFIcAntlY In the next 3 YeARs

Responses: 144 
Q12. What is the likelihood of your firm expanding its scale of operations significantly in 

the next 3 years? 

ServiceS moSt likely to expand

Responses: 62
Q14.  Please indicate which services are most likely to expand.

ReAsons FoR PRedIcted exPAnsIon oF oPeRAtIons

Responses: 62
Q13.  Please explain the reason for your expectation
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Findings and implications

Over the past decade, a number of factors 
have contributed to the need for accounting 
practices to evolve.  For instance, 
accounting practices had to put in place 
more robust procedures in order to meet 
the heightened professional standards, and 
with some of their clients going regional, 
accounting practices also found that they 
had to increase their regional presence 
so as to service these clients.  All these 
continue to necessitate a change in how 
the SMPs organise themselves and operate 
as they try to compete with their larger 
counterparts.  the need for the smPs to 
raise their professional capabilities is of 
particular importance in order for them to 
seize emerging growth opportunities and 
to move up the value chain.  weighing up 
the different modes of expansion, most 
of the respondents favour organic growth 
(66%), with the least considering growth 
via merger with another firm to be a viable 
option (3%).   

In a separate question prompting 
respondents for what they perceived to 
be the main obstacles in merging with 
other practices, the vast majority identified 
difficulty in finding a suitable partner (79%) 
as the main challenge, followed by the fear 
of loss of discretion and freedom to make 
decisions (54%). In addition, respondents 
also cited challenges in marrying the 
different working cultures, synchronising 
the disparate audit methodologies, quality 
control procedures and documentation 
techniques, even different personalities 
of the practitioners as the other factors 
that make mergers/consolidations an 
unattractive option for expansion.  

mAIn FoRm oF exPAnsIon

Responses: 62 
Q15. What is the main form of expansion?

mAIn oBstAcles In consolIdAtIng wIth AnotheR FIRm oR FoRmIng A 
PARtneRshIP

Responses: 144 
Q19. What are the main obstacles you perceive in consolidating with another firm or 

forming a partnership? 
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Findings and implications

given the apparent disinclination of 
smPs to consolidate, as indicated in the 
responses to this survey, they would have 
to give more thoughts on how else they 
could strengthen their resources and 
capabilities, how best to leverage on the 
support offered by professional bodies and 
also consider the possibility of focusing on 
alternative service offerings in niche and 
high value-creating area.

AFFIlIAtIons wIth otheR smPs

Responses: 144 
Q22. What types of affiliations do you have with other SMPs?
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Findings and implications

The inability to attract a sufficient number 
of competent staff is still cited as the main 
constraint to organic growth of SMPs in 
Singapore (74%).   

the talent crunch issue has been 
highlighted in different studies and is 
widely acknowledged to be a major 
concern for not just smPs, but the 
industry at large.  For example, a recent 
Robert Half-ACCA survey4 revealed critical 
shortages of skills and talent in the finance 
and accounting sectors in Singapore and 
the region.  

The problem would become even more 
acute as SMPs set out to move up the 
value-chain in their service offerings.  

some of the cdAs recommendations such 
as the implementation of the Qualification 
Programme (QP), might help address the 
problem, for example, by helping to facilitate 
the re-entry of former professional accountants 
and the entry of non-accountancy graduates 
into the profession.

mAIn constRAInts to gRowth

Responses: 143
Q11. What do you perceive are the main constraints to the growth of your firm? 
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4 ‘Singapore Talent and Skills Survey in Finance & 
Accounting Survey 2010: Uncovering the Challenges’; 
17 September 2010 
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Findings and implications

3. how wIll FIRms ResPond to the  
 IncReAse In the AUdIt exemPtIon  
 thReshold?

Given that a majority of the respondents 
still derive significant revenue from 
statutory audit, it is natural that some of 
them (25%) believe that they may have 
to scale back their practice as a result 
of the proposed increase in the audit 
exemption threshold. It is particularly 
encouraging that while 40% of the 
smPs expect to scale down their audit 
department should the increase in audit 
exemption threshold becomes a reality, 
they will attempt to compensate for 
the expected revenue loss with other 
work like compilation engagements, 
taxation and other accounting services.  
some respondents are even seeing the 
proposed increase in audit exemption 
threshold as an opportunity instead of a 
threat, with one reflecting that the move 
will help enhance the value of audits as 
practitioners can then focus their efforts 
to serve larger clients that have more 
genuine needs, and correspondingly, 
better regard for audits.  

ImPAct oF RIsIng AUdIt exemPtIon thReshold / IntRodUcIng AUdIt 
exemPtIon

Responses: 144 
Q20. If the audit exemption threshold rises significantly, what action will your firm take?

 

seRvIces to comPensAte FoR the FAll In RevenUe FRom stAtUtoRY AUdIts

Responses: 57 
Q21. Which of these services would you focus on to compensate for the fall in revenue 

from statutory audits?
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Findings and implications

4. oveRseAs exPAnsIon

while most of the respondents recognise 
that providing services outside singapore 
provides an avenue for future growth for 
their practices (76%) and helps diversify 
risks (57%), a great majority of them 
(72%) still source 5% or less of their 
revenue from clients located outside 
singapore currently.  Unfamiliarity with 
foreign regulations (74%), as well as 
cultural (42%) and language differences 
(36%) are the most commonly identified 
impediments to overseas expansion 
of business.  these findings further 
emphasise the need for smPs to grow their 
professional capabilities as an important 
pre-requisite for their overseas expansion.  

mAIn BeneFIts ARIsIng FRom PRovIdIng seRvIces oUtsIde oF own coUntRY

Responses: 138
Q26. What do you perceive are the main benefits that arise or will arise from providing 

accountancy and related services to organisations outside of your country?

PRoPoRtIon oF RevenUe geneRAted oUtsIde oF own coUntRY

Responses: 143
Q24. What proportion of your revenue is generated from clients located outside your country?

mAIn chAllenges to PRovIde seRvIces oUtsIde oF own coUntRY

Responses: 144
Q25. What do you perceive are the main challenges to providing accountancy and 

related services to organisations located outside of your country?
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5. sUPPoRt FoR smPs

Before concluding the survey, the 
respondents were asked to point out 
the form of assistance available to them 
presently, and the kind of assistance that 
SMPs currently enjoy or would like to see 
being provided by professional accountancy 
bodies and from the government. 

A great majority of the respondents pointed 
out that they get assistance mainly from 
publicly available technical materials (88%) 
and professional bodies (75%), and to a 
lesser but still rather significant extent, 
other SMPs (42%) and large audit firms 
(32%).  Professional bodies like ACCA 
and the national accountancy body, the 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
of Singapore (ICPAS) have important roles 
to play in keeping practitioners up to date 
with new professional pronouncements, 
and other relevant industry developments. 
The result also demonstrates the strength 
of peer-support within the industry.  It 
is understood that the main forms 
of assistance include deliberation of 
accounting treatments, sharing of best 
practices, and occasionally, especially from 
the larger audit firms, referrals of audits and 
other engagements.

Understandably, smPs are most keen on 
provision of technical guidance on specific 
matters from accountancy bodies (95%).  
One complimented ICPAS for marked 
improvement in quality in the materials it 
has delivered over the past years; others 
lauded the seminars, especially ‘Practitioner 
Clinic’ series organised by ACCA. 

soURce oF AssIstAnce In the condUct oF BUsIness

Responses: 144
Q27. What is a source of assistance to you in the conduct of your business?

AssIstAnce welcomed FRom PRoFessIonAl AccoUntAncY BodIes

Responses: 144
Q28. In what ways can professional accountancy bodies provide more support and 

assistance to SMPs? 
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In terms of assistance from the 
government, majority of the respondents 
highlighted the desirability of government 
support to defray costs committed to 
human capital development (88%) and 
upgrading technology and infrastructure 
(78%), while a smaller percentage 
expressed interests in financial support 
to establish international alliances (43%) 
and overseas expansion (40%), which is 
consistent with the earlier finding where 
respondents highlighted various challenges 
hampering overseas expansion, which 
cannot necessarily be overcome by financial 
support.  A related question was posed 
separately to find out the extent to which 
the respondents automate their processes in 
providing services.  78% of the respondents 
rated their level of automation as ‘Moderate’ 
or below.  Technology and infrastructure 
upgrading would hence be an area where 
government subsidy is welcome, and will 
present true value to the SMPs.

AssIstAnce welcomed FRom the goveRnment

Responses: 141
Q29. In what areas would government’s assistance/funding be most welcomed? 

AUtomAtIon oF PRocesses In PRovIdIng seRvIces

Responses: 144
Q23. To what extent would you say your firm’s processes are automated and use 

information technology (IT) in providing professional services?
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Conclusions

The European Commission’s financial services commissioner 
Michel Barnier declared ‘The status quo is not an option’ as he 
launched the Commission’s Green Paper on audit at the end of last 
year.  While his statement was made in the context of audit reform, 
the same can definitely be said about the roles of SMPs in the 
leading accountancy hub that Singapore aspired to be in 2020.

the survey suggests that most smPs in singapore are currently 
dependent on statutory audits to a considerable degree.  In view 
of the proposed increase in the audit exemption threshold, those 
respondents who are still banking on statutory audit as the main 
driver behind their future growth and expansion would have 
to ensure they provide high quality audits and reach to their 
clients to help them appreciate the value of high quality audits. 
otherwise, they should temper their expectations for statutory 
audits to continue to fuel their expansion and growth, and start 
building up other niches.  the general audit profession would 
need to step up in the pursuit of excellence in audit quality, and 
for the smPs in particular, the challenge is to overcome the 
relative lack of resources and capabilities that would enable them 
to deliver good quality audits.  

As the national regulator of public accountants in Singapore, ACRA 
takes a keen interest in fortifying the quality of audits in Singapore.  

It recognises that SMPs need to build up sufficient resources in 
order to conduct a good quality audit to meet the needs of SMEs 
in a fast changing and dynamic economic, regulatory and reporting 
environment.  the implication is that smPs need to urgently look 
into capacity building, whether through joining network, mergers 
and consolidation, or via organic growth, whichever approach 
assessed to be the most appropriate and realistic.  

the alternative or parallel would be for the smPs to explore 
niche, value-adding services.  As mentioned in an ACCA’s earlier 
report5 discussing SMPs’ changing role in the future, SMPs should 
evaluate carefully their own competencies and resources in 
delivering selected niche services.  In that report, we recommended 
that SMPs take a prudent approach to advance incrementally 
into new areas, gathering experience as they proceed.  SMPs are 
highly sought after by SMEs as business advisors.  Awareness and 
capacity building, ACCA has asserted, are essential in assisting 
SMPs address the present and future challenges.  
 
There are great opportunities awaiting SMPs that are willing to step 
out of their comfort zones, and it is clear that those that act the 
fastest will secure first-mover advantage, attract talent, and not be 
left behind in the new reality.

5 Shaping the future: The SMP’s changing role in providing business support services 
to SMEs; Roundtable discussion, Singapore, 4 November 2010
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